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Night club brawl ends season for two CC 
By Natalie Burrowes 
Staff Writer 
A late night at a Myrtle Beach 
club ended the season for two 
Coastal Carolina basketball 
players. 
Leading scorer Marcus Stewart 
and Carol Moser, both 
sophomores, were suspended for 
the rest of the season, head coach 
Pete Strickland said. 
"The reason was a concern 
over continual adherence to team 
policies" Strickland aid. 
Moser was arrested and 
charged with simple assault and 
battery at about 1 a.m., February 
4th at Yesterday's Nitelife, when 
said. Stewart also was at the 
nightclub along with ix other 
Chanticleer players. 
A Myrtle Beach police report 
gives the following account. 
The victim, Danielle Marley, 
19, of Conway, said while she was 
on the dance floor Moser called 
her a "whore." Marley became 
angry and went after him. She said 
as she went at him he punched her 
in the eye and knocked her down. 
The report said Marley' right eye 
was swollen: 
Mo er aid he did push her, but 
she pushed him first. He said he 
never punched her, all he did was 
defend himself. 
he allegedly punched a 19year-old Steve RupU and Ryan Harris 
woman in the eye, a police report claimed to have witnessed the 
Marine science professors 
win research grant 
ceu marine science profes-
sors won a grant to study shark, 
dolphin populations in the 
Winyah Bay area. 
Daniel Abel and Robert 
Young of Coastal Carolina 
University s Department of 
Marine Science have received a 
$10,000 grant from the 
Georgetown County EPA to study 
shark and dolphin popUlations in 
Georgetown's Winyah Bay and 
surrounding waters. 
Sharks and dolphins are 
classified as top or "apex" 
predators, typically the least 
abundant animal species, 
according to Abel and Young, co-
principal inve tigators of the 
study. 
"The quantity of apex 
predators is an important 
component and an effective 
indicator of ecosystem health," 
said Abel. "In Winyah Bay, 
bottleno e dolphins, sharks and 
humans are the primary apex 
predators, and they are essentially 
in competition with one another 
for the living marine resources 
found in those water .' 
By comparing re ident and 
migratory dolphin and shark 
popUlations, both in Winyah Bay 
and in the comparati ely pristine 
orth Inle4 Abel and Young, with 
the help of Coastal senior marine 
science major Rob Fink and other 
students earning undergraduate 
credit will establish baseline 
population data and will ultimately 
trace long-tenn habitation trends. 
"This study also will help u begin 
to assess the impact of human on 
these predator populations" aid 
Abel. "Our data will be of interest 
to other researchers tudying the e 
species in the United State and 
abroad." 
Dolphin will be m nitored 
using a video camera, according to 
Young. Dorsal fins will be 
photographed from a small boat 
equipped with a high resolution 8 
mm video camera. "The dolphin 
is 'caught' on video and 'tagged' 
Please see GRANT page 16 
altercation, and they said they saw 
Moser hit Marley on the dance 
floor, the report said. 
"I don't know what led up to 
it, ' Harri ,24, aid. "A whole 
crowd gathered around." 
Harri aid his roommate 
Rupp went and got a bouncer 
while he watched Mo er. 
"He was too busy ha ing fun 
and laughing about it with hi 
friend " Harri said of Mo er' 
reaction. 
"1 can't tand to ee a guy hit a 
girl - it ju t gets to me. Harri 
aid. 
pa ked 'Harri aid. 
The player were n t und r 
curfe that mght, but trickland 
aid' it wa an inappropriate tim 
during the ea n. 
• e had played n gam , 
In 15 day h aid. 
Mo er nd art r 
upended bccau of a 
culmination of problem 
throughout the year. 
"We have n t n that the 
hav adher d t thm ha 
a ed them t d dunng th 
Id. 'Ther 
f Coastal s President Ronald Ingle left pr n 
I with an award for hi action durin the chemi 
CCU employee honored 
Plea e see 
a . 
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SEX RULES!!! 
Were you sexually responsible 
this Valentines? 
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YOUR TEAMS 
Baseball is strong and 
tennis is hitting hartl. 
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Announcetnents Announcetnents 
Nelson named Associate Dean of Natural 
and Applied Sciences 
Douglas Nelson, professor of geology and 
marine science at Coastal Carolina University, 
has been named Associate Dean of Coastal's 
School of Natural and Applied Sciences. 
Nelson's duties in the newly- created position 
include developing and administering 
programs which do not fall within existing 
academic departments of the school, 
according to Valgene Dunham, Dean of the 
School of Natural and Applied Sciences. 
"Science is the fastest growing academic 
area at Coastal, and we have the opportunity 
to generate new academic programs, including 
new degrees, minor degrees, and cooperative 
programs with other universities, which will 
give our students a greater range of choices in 
their academic and career goals," said Nelson. 
"We are also committed to developing 
programs which will benefit the local region." 
Nelson wiIJ continue to direct the beach-
profile tudy which surveys the position of 
sand dune between Little River Inlet and 
Murrells Inlet, a project he has directed since 
1986. 
Nelsonjoined the Coastal faculty in 1973. 
He earned a Ph.D. in geology from the 
Univer ity of South Carolina in 1973 and a 
bachelor' degree In geology from the 
Univer ity of Minne ota in 1968. 
Call Your Friends for Free 
By Jessica Day 
Copy Editor 
Video conferencing gives you a 
chance to call people you know 
to save money or call people you 
Advertising and Mar~eting 
Scholarships Available 
WHO: Coastal Advertising & Marketing Professionals 
WHAT: Scholarship ($500-$1000) 
CRITERIA: 
1. Student must be a marketing-advertising major, or an art 
studio major with an emphasis in advertising design 
or commercial art. 
2. Have a minimum.2.S overall GPA and a minimum 3.0 GPA 
in their major. 
3. Be a rising junior, senior, or graduate student. 
4. Complete and return an application form. 
5. Be able to attend the April 15, 1999 CAMP luncheon meeting 
at the Dunes Golf and Beach Club to receive the 
scholarship. 
6. Supply a copy of their transcript and at teast two letters of 
recommendation. 
7. An interview may be required. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS MARCH 25, -1999 
-----> Application forms may be picked up 
at the Art Department Office during 
nomzal bussiness hours. 
What to expect with 
the Y2K 
A seminar on what small businesses should know about the Y2K 
phenomenon will be held Friday, Feb. 26 from 1 :30 to 3:30 p.m. in 
the Wall School of Business, room 308. Coastal Carolina University's 
Small Business Development Center and the Small Business 
Administration are co-sponsoring the seminar, which will offer 
information on how to plan for potential Year 2000 computer 
problems. To reserve a seat, contact Nancy R at 349-2169 or 
349-2170 by Friday, Feb. 19. 
doo't~owMdc~tfi'sagre~~ ________________________ ~ 
opportunity to talk to people in 
other countrie and improve your 
foreign language skill at the 
Everyone know ' the Foreign 
Language Instructional Center 
(F.LJ.C.) I a great pIa e to get free 
tutonng and Internet and E-Mail 
acce ' . but did you know you ideo conferencing, you can call 
could al go there and all your people around the w rId for free. 
fnend. for fr e? Not only can you type to each 
All computer at FL.I.C. now other simultaneously, you can al 0 
ha e idt:o con ferenci ng sec each ther. talk to and hear 
capabilitie . and four of the each other and or draw a picture 
computers have cameras. With on the . ame whiteboard t gether. 
same time. 
Visit the F.L.I.C. for more 
information and instruction on 
video conferencing in Prince 213. 
The center is open Monday-
Thursday 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m., 
Friday 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m., and 
Sunday 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
President Ingle elected chairman 
Ronald R. Ingle, Prl,;sident of Coastal Carolina University, has been elected chairman of the board of 
director. of the Occan VICW Memorial Foundation. The foundation was organized in 1978 as a nonprofit 
agcncy for th purpo e of extending grants to qualified tax-exempt organizations and tuition scholarships 
to qualified individuals in the Myrtk Beach area ba.ed on merit and need. 
Other officer. elected to the board of directors for a one-year tcrm are: Linda Nash Given, vice chair-
man; Harry G. Charlc ' , ecretary; and Rue II Hicks, trea~urer. ewly elected director David Brittain and 
Dr. 1. Carli Ie Hewitt repla e outgoing directors R. Rhett Sansbury, chairman, and Dr. Calhoun D. 
Cunningham, vi e chainnan. 
Nominate your choice for 
C oa:ila/~ J eaclwr o/Ihe 
Feb. 22 - March 4 
-----> Look for ballot boxes in the Wall building and Student Center 
Who's Who Among St dents 
The Student Affair Committee recently elected 33 students for 
membership in Who' Who Among Studen in American 
Universities ~nd Colleges for 1998-99. 
The following students have been elected to 1998-99 member hip: 
Lori Amason 
Marisa Baselice 
Diane M. Bauer 
Maegan Anne Car ey 
Deborah Denise Christmas 
Jennifer C. Coffin 
Megan A. Coker 
Kevin R. Cox 
Peter Dubcak 
Rebecca Franke 
George Fromm, Jr. 
Benjamin M. Harris 
Jaime Marie Hilliard 
Brandi Dawn Jackson 
Desiree Jordan 
Sharica S. Kilgore 
Stephan Kocot 
Wendy Elizabeth Kutz 
Robert E. Litwhiler, Jr. 
Brooks Marzka 
Homer EdwiIl McAbee, ill 
Amber L. McArthur 
Porter N. Medley, III 
Brian Milan 
Tara Miller 
Jo-An! .; M. Reed 
Brophy James Ringdahl 
Estelle B. Shelton 
Megan A. Thompson 
Robin Turner 
Kelly Vowels 
Wendy L. Ware 
Heather West 
All will be recognized at the University'S annual Honors 
Convocation tentatively scheduled for Tue day, April 20, in 
Wheelwright Auditorium. 
QCbe «:bantideer 
HOSPITALITY BUSI ESS 
SEMINAR 
Myrtle Beach area hospitality leaders 
will offer practical advice to people 
interested in careers in the tourism 
industry through a new seminar series, 
"Breaking into Hospitality," which will 
be offered ~n Tuesdays, Feb. 16 to 
March 23 from 7 to 9 p.m. on-site at area 
businesses. The course is being offered 
through Coastal Carolina University' 
Division of Extended Learning and 
Public Services. 
Participants who enroll and complete 
all six classes will be guaranteed an 
interview with the six participating 
. properties. If the participant is hired and 
accepts a position, the $150 tuition fee 
will be refunded by the employing 
property. 
The following sessions will be offered 
on-site at the following properties: 
• Economics of the Hospitality Business led 
by Michael Collins, general manager of the 
Wyndam Resort 
• Career Opportunities in the Hospitality 
Industry, led by Ray Harter, general manager 
of the Patricia Grand 
• How to Get Promoted Within the 
Hospitality Industry, led by Clint Compton, 
general manager of Lake Shore Vacations 
• Come and Join the Greatest how on 
Earth, led by Robert Owen, general manager 
of Ocean Dunes/Sand Dune 
• Hotels Are a Puzzle: Where Do Yo Fit 
In? led by Paul Garcia, general manager of 
Hampton Inn at Broadway at the Beach 
and Edwin Wu, assistant general manager 
• Interviewing for Succe s, led by Morgan 
Smith assi tant general manager of Embas y 
Suites at King ton Plantation 
For more information or to regi ter, conta t 
Coastal's Division of Extended Learning and 
Public Services at (843) 349-2665 or visit the 
Web site at www.coastal.edullearn. 
Celebration of Inquiry 
National Public Radio Sessio 
Horwitz began his career as a clown 
with the Ringling Brothers Barnum & 
Bailey Circus, where he perfonned ftJi 
three years. He has appeared at the 
Kennedy Center, the Manhattan Theatre 
Club and the New York Shake peare 
CHAPEL HILL- L king for a unique a 
to pend your umm r? How a u ctmg 
inging, or dancing in fr nt of75 pe pI ? 
Or, working behind the cene bnngmg t 
life the storie of Daniel Boone Te urn eh, 
Queen Elizabeth Sir 
Walter Raleigh 
Sequoyah and ther 
historic chara ter ? 
ell, here y ur 
hance! 
The natIOn ' 
largest combined 
audition for oUld r 
hi torical dr rna 
ill be h Id 
companie 
Ohio, Te 
The Chanticleer would Ji e to ap Jogiz for th 
Murray Horwitz, vice president of cultural 
programming for National Public Radio (NPR), 
will present a session focusing on changes in 
the broadcast industry as part of Coastal 
Carolina University's upcoming Celebration of 
Inquiry Conference. Horwitz's session, "Zeroing 
In on You: Broadcasting and the Dissemination 
of Knowledge," is scheduled for Friday, Feb. 
19 from 10:30 to 11:20 a.m. in Wheelwright 
Auditorium. The session is free and open to the 
pUblic. 
Festivall Public Theater in the one-man L _________________ --:-=---=--=-==-=:-=::-=:-::=:=-:=-: 
show, "An Evening of Sholom 
Aleichem." Horwitz has had featured 
roles in the television series, Kojak and 
in the movie Night o/the Juggler. 
p-
Horwitz will discuss developments in the 
broadcasting industry and their effect on society. 
"Broadcasting, once u ed to bring people 
together, is now used to drive them apart," said 
Horwitz. 
Horwitz has enjoyed a distinguished career 
as a writer, director, producer and performer for 
theater, radio, and television. He co-wrote the 
hit Broadway musical "Ain't Misbehavin ", 
which won Tony, Obie, Grammy, and New York 
Drama Critics's Circle awards. He has written 
and directed scripts for such events as the 90th 
Anniversary of Carnegie Hall and several White 
House performances. As a songwriter, Horwitz 
has won 12 ASCAP awards, and he wrote song 
lyrics for John Harbison's opera "The Great 
Gatsby," scheduled to premiere at the 
Metropolitan Opera in 1999. 
A lifelong jazz aficionado, Horwitz 
was co-writer with Wynton Marsalis of 
a 26-part radio eries, Wynton Mar alis: 
Making the Music, winner of a 1996 
Peabody Award. He was associate 
producer of Jazz Comes Home to 
Newport for PBS, and he received a 
Gold award from PBS for the 1991 jazz 
documentary, Louis Armstrong: The 
First 90 Years. Prior to being named vice 
president of cultural programming in 
1996, Horwitz was director of jazz, 
classical music and entertainment 
programming at NPR. 
For more information about the 
Celebration of Inquiry, contact Coastal's 
Office of Marketing Communications at 
349-2015. 
Women's Advocacy Center now ope 
The Women's Advocacy Center is now 
open. The Center, located in the Counseling 
Services suite, offers a wide variety of books, 
tapes, and videos pertaining to issues 
important to women. Books may be checked 
out from our lending library for two weeks, 
and audio and video tapes can be viewed or 
listened to in the Center. An open house will 
be offered during the Celebration of Inquiry 
conference this week. 
The Women's Advocacy Center also 
offers other services for students, faculty, and 
staff of CCU. Our second annual women's 
conference, "Perceptions," will be held Friday, 
March 26 from 8:15 to 4:15 p.m. It is open 
free of charge to all students, faculty, and staff 
of Coastal. 
The Center also offers short-term, 
confidential therapy groups, advocacy, and 
outreach. It is sponsored by the Office of 
Counseling Services in the Department of 
Student Affairs. 
For more information, please contact: Stacy 
Cretzmeyer at 349-2900. 
4 Day Trip to CancWl at all all In I 
10 
tartin a 
Give u a call and r erVi 
A mall del it 
G: 
.00 a . it 
ta ay 
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Who the hell are you? ... 
Dear Editor, these proud Greeks to you. They 
were Pi Kappa Alpba, the 
fraternity represented by the King 
and Phi Sigma Sigma, the sorority 
represented by the Queen. Since 
the wjnners are choo en by the . 
student body, we must be doing 
"I am disgusted at what 1 witnessed." 
In responL e to the three close-
minded fools whQ wrote the 
Greek-bashing articles last issue, 
let me begin by sayingwel1 done. 
You have succc fullyblackJisted 
yourselves from our "drunken 
Greek world. U as you would call 
it. I ·uPPQ. e we won't be seeing 
you at any of our Greek activities 
inee you so detest al1 of us, 
expect for the Pi Kapps because 
they always win the Greek Cup. 
By the way, the ~'illtoxicated" Phl 
S gs have been awarded the 
Greek Cup 4 of the 6 times it's 
bcen given. 
And as far as our poor 
behavior at Homecoming goes, 
Greeks were not the 'Only ones 
who 'Over celebrated. As for 
school spirit, you'll note there 
were at lea t J 0 banner done by 
the Greeks in support of the 
Chants aU over campus. Now 
about your visions of punishing 
the shameful fraterni ty and 
sorority who 'ishall remain 
nameless:' allow me to reveal 
something right. 
Your articles were simply 
suicidal to your social lives at 
ceu, but ljustcan t feel sorry for 
tho e so opinionated who fail to 
think before they speak, Why not 
bite the hand that' feeds ' y~u1 
Greeks .are a positive influence at 
Coastal l attracting tons of public 
interest and funds, and on the 
community as well. rm sw.prised 
I have noticed you all trying to 
walk around campus with bothfeet 
stuck in your mouths. Oh wen~ 
time to lay in the bed you made. 
What a shame; you'n never know 
tbejoy of being in a real sorority 
or fraternity at ceo. Say what you 
will, hut we are here, stilt 'strong 
and still loved. 
Sincerely, 
Megan Walker 
'Singling out the PIKES." 
Dear Editor, 
First off, I would like to start 
off by defending the Greeks here 
t Coastal. In last weeKs article 
itled "What the Hell?," Grutrude 
Evans bashed the Greeks while 
,ingling out the Pikes. Ok, yes 
Ne did happen to depart the 
Homecoming Game a bit early, 
2an you blame us? We went not 
Jnly to celebrate out king victory, 
mt also to gloat in our third 
.:onsecutive title in that many 
ries. You complain that the 
;tands were packed, but without 
he Greeks, they would have been 
lesertcd. The Greeks support 
:ach and every event on campus 
lere at Coastal. Pi Kappa Alpha 
was in attendance and showed 
flashing school spirit at each event 
during Homecoming week, 
including an overwhelming 
number at the dance. I would like 
to congratulate James C. Anderson 
and Denise Mole in winning king 
and queen. If the Pikes arc so bad, 
how come we always cnd up on 
top? Before demeaning on our 
group and students, leaders, 
athletes, and gentlemen, first know 
the facts. I will leave by saying 
"still undefeated and undisputed 
champions at Coastal Carolina, 
Pi Kappa Alpha." 
Sincerely, 
Justin Silbermall 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to let almost 
everyone affiliated with the Greek 
system to know I am disgusted at 
what I witnessed. After half-time, 
more than half of you hauled ass. 
Well, I want you to know that even 
though Coastal lost, that was the 
best basketball game I have ever 
seen while here at Coastal Carolina 
University! (fRIPLE-OVERTIME!) 
Let me ask you a question. Is 
the alcohol that important?! This 
was an absolute disgrace to our 
University, not only in front ofthe 
faculty and staff, but to the public 
and our basketball team. 
Most of us complain all the time 
because the Greek system here at 
Coastal doesn't get the recognition 
it deserve ! I could not agree more 
with that statement, but you all 
have to understand that we are 
under the microscope. We could 
do ten good things, and then when 
we pull a stunt like that (second 
half of the game) , we' are 
scrutinized, understandably. IF 
any of you stayed, you'd 
understand what I'm talking about. 
It was disgusting! 
I would like to thank the 
members of Pi Kappa Phi. Almost 
every one of their brothers stayed 
for the second half, and they 
enjoyed one hell of a game! In 
closing, I would like to personally 
apologize for my fraternity tearing 
down the banner that was behind 
us. I have taken necessary actions 
to make sure this will never happen 
again! 
If anybody would like to 
comment on this letter, here are 
three ways I can be reached: 
Home phone: 238-8731 
(if you live in the dorms, 
reverse the freaking charges) 
Work phone: 626-9986 
E-Mail: spin0900rr@yahoo.com 
Please feel free to respond. 
I welcome all comments! 
Sincerely, 
Robert P. Spino, ir. 
Member of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
. 
P.S. I am not excluding my 
fraternity from any of the above! 
"Get the facts straight first." 
l)tar Editor, 
As I sat down and read the last 
issue of The Chanticleer, I was in 
agreement with most of the 
OpInIOnS regarding the 
Homecoming basketball gam'e. I 
was, however, outraged that most 
of the people that wrote comments 
did not have their facts straight. In 
order to have a sound opinion and 
write a good article whether you 
are a journalist or not you need to 
know all the facts so someone like 
me will not have to write an article 
like this. 
The basketball game was one of 
the best I have ever seen at Coastal. 
How do I know this, you might 
ask. I was there, and so were the 
majority of my sisters. We sat with 
the brothers of Pi Kappa Phi and 
were there wi th them from 
beginning to end. We were all 
outraged by the poor display of 
Greeks when other organizations 
felt the need to leave the game aad 
return to their beer. How do we 
(as Greeks) expect to get the 
respect and recognition we so 
deserve when some of us are 
pulling a stunt like that? Although 
I feel sorry for the Greek system 
as a whole because we are all being 
ridiculed for the actions of a few, 
the person I really feel for is 
Denise Mole. She was given 'the 
honor of Homecoming Queen and 
was left to sit alone with her family 
because the majority of her sisters 
decided that partying was more 
important. 
In regards to how Greek points 
are given for attending basketball 
games, I myself do not know how 
that is done, but what I do know is 
that you don't sign in for them. 
The sign-in table at games is for 
Hoop Madness and has nothing 
to do with Greet poim. There 
are sevaal orpnizMicws that are 
involved with Hoop Madness that 
are not Greek. Again, this was 
something the people who wrote 
the articles were misinformed 
about. 
All in all, I would like to say 
congratulations to the 
Homecoming Queen, the men's 
basketball team, and all you 
Greeks that showed your support 
and stayed. I don't feel the need 
to name you becau e you know 
who you are. I just hope that there 
is something the organizations 
that left will do in order to restore 
some kind of integrity to the rest 
of the Greek system. 
Sincerely, 
Kelly Miles 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
~~RIAJ\r PRESBYTERIAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
tQ4r W 0~ 
CJj y C 
The Presbyterian Church (USA) is starting a campus ministry at CCU. 
The Presbyterian Student Association is seeking students to begin this ministry. 
~ ~ If you are interested in a Christian fellowship, we want to hear from you! 
¢. f) 
~ ~ Rev. Philip W. Oehler Campus Minister 
Kingston Presbyterian Church 800 Third Avenue Conway, SC 29526 
248-4200 KingstonPC@aol.com 
'Orbt ~bantidttr 
~be ([banticleer 
This student-run newspaper is 
published on 14 Wednesdays 
throughout thi academic year. 
The Chanticleer is printed by Booth 
Printing Company in Conway, S.c. 
The Chanticleer news and business 
office is located upstairs in the 
Student Center, room 203. 
"0 ' h ont c ew 
Dear Editor rn morized (thi w the problem 
Though I cannot justify or and very fe brought th print d 
defend all the action of my copy. Thi meant e had to h 
brothers over this la t Ha ing to hare a fe copie of an 
Homecoming wee "end I must unfamiliar chant among that man 
say that I am a little more than people tend to lead to lurrin . I 
di appointed in the article in can ee ho thi could en 
the la t i ue of the Chanticleer for dron enne by many but I 
that eemed to take great pride would ha e h ped that our criti 
in ba hing the Pi e. There apparentl en do ed ith 
were many negative and not a uperhuman en e of mell ( ble 
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we'll share. I however, am not difference between ologn nd 
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unlike my critics. I al 0 belie e A for th hamburger-thro ng 
that one can get a point acro incident I can t ay much ep 
without all of the theatric that th re ere eral ofu trying 
cursing, as you will ee. After to top it but our riti uld 
scene. All letter and submissions mu t all, cur ing i a ign of an ratherwrit th badthantheg d. 
be signed with the author's name in- uncreative mind. The tori are till coming in 
elude his or her telephone number and Let's tart with the Chant to ho tarted th 'hole thing bu 
be turned in to The Chanticleer by competition. A far as aU the for my per onal opini n I don t 
on the et deadline day. staggering and lurring goe care. I do ho e er, ap logize to 
Articles and editorials in The let's get omething stral'ght The h . th h' d oe er It wa at got It an 
I<':J'WIllltcj:eerdonotnecessarilyexpress problem . originated in h th· d h . 
opinions of the university's stu- ope at It oe n tappen agam. 
body, administration, faculty, or organization not into ication, 0 for the greate t point of 
The Chanticleer is funded through as orne were quic " to a ume. con trover y - th bas "etball gam . 
Student Media Committee and ad- one of the guy had the chant It i true that the majority ofu left 
~--------------------------------~~------~~--~~------------------------~--------sing revenue. This newspaper is 
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Dear Editor, 
On behalf of the Panhellenic 
Council and the ational 
Sororities on thi campus, I 
extend a sincere apology for the 
behavior during the Homecoming 
festivities. The behavior during 
the chant contest and the 
basketball game was completely 
unacceptable and the appropriate 
actions are being taken to as ure 
this will never happen again. 
Despite the behavior during 
these activities, Homecoming 
would not have been such a 
success without the Greek 
system. Every event during the 
week was a succe s because of 
the Greek organization . Monday 
night during the faculty-student 
basketball game, it was standing 
room only. The crowd was 
speckled with Greek letters. 
Wednesday night the Wall 
Auditorium was filled to watch 
the talent we have here at Coastal. 
Among these talented people 
were an energetic group from 
Gamma Phi Beta, an outstanding 
singer from Phi Sigma Sigma 
and several unbelievable singers 
from Alpha Kappa Alpha. A 
crowd filled with Fratemitie and 
Sororities gave all performers a 
standing ovation. 
Thursday night, the Wall 
Auditorium was again filled for 
the Step Sho . Three group of 
talented women: Phi Sigma Sigm 
Gamma Phi Beta, and Alpha 
Kappa Alpha performed in front of 
a crowd consi ting of mainly 
Greek organization. Following 
the basketball game the Myrtle 
Beach Convention Center a 
filled as well. But who filled th 
crowd? Si te of Gamma Phi 
Beta, Sigma Sigma igma, Phi 
Sigma Sigma, Alpha Kappa Alpha, 
and Delta Sigma Theta and the 
brothers of Sigma u Pi Kappa 
Alpha, Pi Kappa Phi Sigma Phi 
Epsilon Tau Kappa Ep ilon, and 
Alpha Sigma Phi. 
I fully under tand our 
re pon ibility to the Uni e ity to 
do what is be t for the campu . 
However it i hard to' eep' your 
group e ent even if they kno that 
it i the right thing to do. Many 
people left becau e they do not 
care for the game of ba etball. 
Others were cramped into a eat 
because there wa not enough 
seating available for their group. 
There are hundreds of feason why 
certain group beha ed the a 
they did and th y are no feeling 
the consequence . 
My question to thi campu i 
where were the re t of you during 
the week and at the game? Thi 
campu has roughly 4~500 
tudent 
accoun for a ut 13~. Tha J 
VERY mall am un Th Gr; 
y tern i being crutinized f r 
their lac of attend nee nd 
Gree life. 
e , our 
Home oming 
and 
GAoffice. rj in 
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OPINIONS 
"Concerning the allegations of Coastal athletes." 
Dear Ed i Lor, w. 
I am writing this letter 
concerning the allegations of 
two Coa tal athletes. The c 
allegation: are one sided. One 
of the players hit a girl, however 
there are several other 
~tipulations to the story. All we 
are hearing is one side, or what 
other people saw. I was a 
witness to what happened, and 
10 one has asked my take on 
what happened. 
For one, the press as well as 
some authorities are making it 
seem a. if the guy et out for the 
evening expecting to assault a girl 
or anyone. He was out trying to 
have a good time like everyone 
else. I don't believe in men hitting 
women, but this incident i totally 
i olated. He gave her several 
opportunities to leave him alone. 
She wanted to dance with him, he 
said "no," but she kept on 
provoking him. Finally, she got 
mad and charged at him, so that 
automatically put him on the 
defen ·e. He didn't know how hard 
he head hit her, because afterwards 
he though she was okay. 
I know this guy personally, and 
it is not like him to just hit someone 
for the fun of it. Just because he 
was having some problems with 
the coaches, that doesn't justify 
him hitting someone (let's be real). 
Do you really think he would 
jeopardize his whole future for 
something that could have been 
prevented if no really means no? 
Now on a more personal not, the 
other player is my close friend is 
being affiliated with these 
shenanigans. They are making it 
seem like he was involved with the 
incident, when all he did was raise 
his voice a few decibels over the 
mu ic to get the keys to go home. 
I gues of birds of a feather flock 
together, right? So just becau e he 
was with his friend, he has to be 
as ociated with the situation, and 
labeled. If the tables were turned, 
roles reversed, would the outcome 
have been the same or did it 
happen this way because they are 
two young, black athletes? 
Sincerely, 
M.eagan Houston 
lID e fen ding the G re e k system. II basketball, as well as Vicki Padget~ who don't like basketball as much 
and Jordan Roberts of Gamma Phi as I do. That doesn't make them 
Dear Editor, 
This letter is in response to 
the overwhelming articles in the 
last issue of The Chanticleer 
regarding the Homecoming 
basketball game. 
I would first like to point out 
that if the Greeks didn't show up 
at all, about half of the stands 
would have been empty for the 
entire game. It's funny how non-
affiliated or anti-Greeks 
consistently fail to admit that if 
there were no Greek 
organizations on this campus, 
many of the school events would 
be canceled or m~st likely, fail 
due to lack of attendance. For 
example, during Homecoming 
week, who was at every event? I 
didn't ec tho. e of you who wrote 
those articles there- I guess 
because I have no idea who you 
are. 
Last week wa sexual 
responsibility week. I attended 
every seminar. I also noticed that 
almost everyone else who 
attended was Greek. And just for 
the record, we didn't earn Greek 
Cup points for attending. We 
attended because we wanted to 
support our campus activities. 
Contrary to ignorant belief, 
Greeks are not all about partying. 
We are well-rounded people who 
know how to have fun. We don't 
waste our time concentrating on 
the negative, but rather we put our 
energy towards making this school 
more positive. Many of you fail 
to recognize that Greek 
organizations participate in every 
philanthropy sponsored by 
S.T.A.R., as well as participate in 
our own community service 
projects. A big part of being Greek 
is serving our community. Please 
forgive us if we have a little fun 
while doing so. 
Most of the student leadership 
on this campus i. provided by 
Greeks. Please take note your 
Student Government Association 
Executive Board: President, Mark 
Miller (Pi Kappa Phi); Vice 
President, Meghan McCormick 
(Gamma Phi Beta); Secretary, 
Allison Farrar (Gamma Phi Beta); 
Treasurer, Pete Green (Sigma Phi 
Epsilon); Speaker Pro Temp, Chris 
Henderson (Alpha Sigma Phi); and 
Parliamentarian, Melinda Miley 
(Phi Sigma Sigma). Many of the 
African American Association 
members and participants of 
Leadership Challenge are 
members of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
and Delta Sigma Theta. S.T.A.R. 
Co-coordinator Sarah Christenson 
is a member of Sigma Sigma 
Sigma, and Co-coordinator April 
Watson was once an active 
member of Alpha Si~a Alpha. 
The Student Alumni Association 
and Orientation Staff are 
consistently served by many 
Greeks as well. 
Of course, not every leader on 
this campus is Greek. Those of 
you leaders who are non-Greek 
affiliated aren't usually the ones to 
give us grief. For the most part, 
you are the ones who work with 
us to make this university what it 
is today, so thank you! 
Greek also playa role in 
Coastal athletics. Janelle Van 
Acker of Phi Sigma Sigma plays 
Beta who play golf for Coastal. 
Brad Hastings, John McCallister, 
Jay McCallister, Kyle Eckenroth, 
and Jacob Wilner of Sigma N u also 
play golf for Coastal. Dean 
Sashten, Brian Cross, and Will 
McCallister also of Sigma Nu, are 
members of Coastal's track team. 
You may have seen several 
Greeks taking part in theater 
productions as well. Susannah 
Wetmore (Gamma Phi Beta), 
Breanne Terry (phi Sigma Sigma), 
Melinda Miley (phi Sigma Sigma), 
and Jamie Hilliard (Sigma Sigma 
Sigma) have played many roles in 
Coastal's plays and musicals. 
Getting back to the 
homecoming game, so some of us 
made a bad impression. Don't take 
our mistake and then criticize us 
and make us seem like the worst 
people on the planet. I did stay for 
the entire game, but that doesn't 
make me feel like some sort of a 
Saint. I stayed because I love 
basketball' and happen to attend 
every other home game. This 
game was no different for me. 
However, there are some people 
any less of a person. But since 
some of you insist on taking note 
of just how many of us were 
actually there after half-time, there 
were seven Gamma's making that 
ear-splitting noise (as you call it), 
not four. 
And, I'm proud to be one of 
those girls making that ear-
splitting noise and cheering my 
heart out for our basketball team, 
just like I do at every other game. 
The point of my article is to 
prove to you anti-Greeks that 
there's more to us than partying. 
We try to prove this point every 
year. In fact, Greeks across the 
country try to prove this point to 
the rest of the nation who has their 
stereotypes. In the future, you 
might want to consider not judgin& 
people by one acUon. You should 
put your energy towards 
something that. benefits the 
community. That's what we do. 
You might just loosen up a little 
bit and have some fun, which 
never does anyone any harm. 
Sincerely, 
Jenny Creque 
The Writing Center + Call ahead for an appointment -349-2937 - or just walk in . 
... because writers need readers. 
{ 
Spring 1999 Hours 
Prince 208 
Monday - Thursday: 8:30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m., 
6:00-9:00 p.m. 
Friday: 8:30 a.m.- 2:00 p.m. 
I 1 freshrrtan Dorm M. studv room 
Monday & Wednesday: 6:00-9:00 p.m. 
Ute can help with: 
* Prewriting 
* Drafting 
* Revising 
* Grammar and Punctuation 
* Reading Skills 
* Literary Analysis 
~be QCbantideer 
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By Briann eagher 
Staff Writer 
Thi pte, Coastal held 
it econd annual Se ual 
espon ibility Wee". The e en 
ponsored by Student Health 
Services, was coordinated by 
student Maegan Carsey and 
Kelly Osborne. Each day of the 
week a different activity took 
place, each aimed at promoting 
sexual responsibility. 
The week was kicked off on 
Monday with two speaker 
discussing their own personal 
experiences of living with HIV 
and was in coordination with 
CARE TEAM. Tuesday, featured 
a women's self defense seminar 
in conjunction with the CCU 
police department. 
The headliner of the week 
experiences. 
Thur day e enmg, Coa tal 
ProductIon and African Amen n 
A sociation hosted theIr 0 n 
version of the MTV game ho 
Singled Out." Studen pa " d 
the CINO Grille to ee who would 
be the lucky single t get a 
Valentine s date thi year. Th 
week was t.hen closed out with 
Condom Day on Friday. Table 
were set up in me student center 
taffed with people handing out 
free condoms to studen . Al 0 
included as part of the day were 
live remotes with MIX 97.7. 
tudent Life 
Ru ty Alicia Pete and Heidi all got hot in th h ar b 
Singled Out . 
Sexual Responsibility 
To Whom It May Concern: 
Sexual Responsibility Week 
1999 was a great success. It 
seems that every year, we fmd 
new events to promote and the 
student response is always great. 
We think that 
we would be 
fair in saying 
that Wednesday 
was our biggest 
and most 
successful 
event, "Sex 
Rules!" by 
comedian 
Maria Falzone. 
If you missed 
the act, you 
missed a lot of 
laughs. Of 
course, none of 
the events 
would have 
been possible 
without the help 
of many special 
people. First of 
all, thanks to all the sponsors 
who helped make the week such 
a success: S.T.A.R., Student 
Government Association the 
Office of Student Activities, 
Student Health Services, Coastal 
Family Medicine, P.A., Juliette's 
Flower Shop, and Mix 97.7. Our 
special thanks to the following 
organizations for staffing tables 
in the Student Center throughout 
the week: Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority, Inc., Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Sorority, S_T.A.R., Pi .Kappa Phi 
Fraternity, Gamma Phi Beta 
Sorority, and Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Fraternity. Also thank you to the 
following for their help in 
coordinating the events for the 
week: Lisa Newton Keith 
Bowling, and Rosemary Cooper 
from CARETEAM, Peggy Spitzer 
from CASA, Suzanne Dean from 
DHEC, Officer Mezzapelli and the 
Coastal Carolina University Police 
Department, Marie Falzone and 
Jane Moore from the 
Contemporary Is ue Agen , e 
African American Association, 
and Coastal Productions.· -\ special 
heartfelt thanks goes out to Dr. B b 
Squatriglia, Mr. Gregg Dodd, Mr . 
ome ways to soothe the pain 
1. Watch an old epi ode of a ed creatJ e. C pen a d 
Pat Singleton-
Young, Mark 
"Doc" Miller 
by the BeH or California Drearn. a na 
(Surf dudes with attitude .... ) 
and everyone in 2. Go to the beach and accidental) 
the Office of drop orne paper chp in th and 
Stu den t to pis off the people with metal 
Activitie for detector. 
your support 
and enthu i m 
throughout the 
whole planning 
proce s. Of 
course, we 
could not go 
without 
thanking the 
women behind 
the scenes Kri 
Cudney and 
Debbie Hardee. 
You were 
supportive and 
always willing to help in anyway 
you could 0 er the pa t few 
month. Thank you 0 much. 
La tly we want to than' the 
students becau e without you, the 
week never would have been a 
succe . 
Thanks! 
Maegan Carsey and 
Kelly Osborne 
3. Indulge in a 
fattening, non-
to ic na k 
pro ided 
Aramark. 
4. Li ten to-some 
music you haven't 
heard in e the 
ixth grade, then" 
and do the e Id dan ." 
5. 
6. Ta e a nud wal or run to 
dear your head. You may 1 r 
th tree well. 
7. Call omeone and a them If 
their refrigerator i runmng. 
. Try out a n w reCI 
13 
9. Tum y 
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African feelings in words and motions 
By Katrine Bernhardsen 
Staff Writer and Photographer 
Photo by Katrine Bernhardsen 
Adelia Ellis presented original poems and danced during her 
poetry presentation at Bames & Noble. 
.. ~:~~:r····.:.x-:~ ~ .. ~:~* ..... :~ 
SIG~A SIGMA SIGMA 
hard work and fantastic 
ideas. We are certain that 
this Spring will be a huge .·..::~;:::::::::::::~:i .. - ,{,:;:::" ... 
success for Sigma Sigma 
-----------------' Sigma. Tri-Sigma will be 
By Elizabeth Gamble involved in many wonderful and 
Guest Writer 
First and foremost, the ladies of 
Sigma Sigma Sigma would like to 
gi ve of special thank you to all of 
the women who came to our Rush 
parties. We had a wonderful time 
hanging out together. Kelly, you 
lfe doing a fabulous job as Rush 
Director. We have a great group 
)f new women thanks to you, your 
exciting events this semester. We 
are looking forward to 
participating in the Myrtle Beach 
Marathon on Feb. 27. On Feb. 28, 
we will be picking up trash, as this 
will be our first day participating 
in the Adopt-A-Highway Program. 
We will also be helping build 
homes in cooperation will Habitat 
For Humanity. Tri-Sigina is 
certainly going to have a fulfilling 
Coastal student Adelia Ellis 
was invited to present her poetry 
at Barnes & Noble last week. 
Using words, music and dance. 
she let the audience take part in a 
trip to Africa. 
There was hardly one free 
chair in the Cafe at Barnes & 
Noble last Wednesday. Adelia 
Ellis poetry presentation was so 
much more than just poems. Her 
presentation consisted of poems, 
songs and dances she hils made 
inspired by two trips to Africa. 
Adelia used her entire body to 
exress her feelings in the 
presentation of the material, 
which she has dedicated to an 
young African woman who 
passed away during a surgery she 
had while Adelia was there. 
In her poems. Adelia 
describe what she felt the first 
time she arrived Africa and what 
the visit meant to her after she 
came home. She has also written 
poems that describes how she 
believes African slaves must have 
felt when they came to America. 
Using strong words and 
beautiful music. she gave life to 
the poems and songs, and there is 
no doubt that Adelia is a very 
talented young woman. It was 
almost as if you could hear' tbe 
whip as it hit the young slave 
girl's skin, and she described the 
girls feeJings so well that you 
would almost think she had 
experienced the life herself. 
semester as we reach out into the 
community and help those who are 
less fortunate than us. Sisters, ya'll 
have been doing a fabulous job. 
Keep up the great work! 
To the unfortunate people who 
missed the Sexual Awareness 
Week events, Kelly Osborn and 
Megan Carson did a wonderful job 
putting the week together. Sex 
Rules was hilarious! Thank ya'U 
so much for your hard work. The 
sisters of Tri-Sigma thoroughly 
enjoyed the night. WE also had a 
blast at Singled Out. Alicia, 
Brooke and Heidi sure did 
entertain us. Alicia won a fabulous 
---------------------------, date and Heidi was able to pick a 
The brothers of Sigma Nu would 
like to thank Wes Ince for setting 
up a great Rush Week. We had a 
good turnout this semester and we 
are hoping to get some good guys 
from this semester's Rush. We 
would also like to congratulate 
Damian and Meagan for being 
selected for the Homecoming 
Court. Our new officers are all 
doing a fantastic job this 
semester. Our officers are Dan 
Bonnet, Commander; Drew 
Emilo, Lt. Commander; Marc 
Evangelista, Treasurer; Rob 
Kestler, Recorder; Matt Minnick, 
Chaplain; Wes Ince, Rush 
Chairman; and Jay McAllister, 
Marshal. Again, we would like 
to wish them the best ofluck. 
great date. We hope ya'U had a 
wonderful time! 
The talk on HIV was very 
informative and eye-opening. It's 
hard to believe the amount of 
humiliation and pain that men and 
women who are infected with HIV 
'(lI;be Cttbantideer 
Professor Flanders 
Honored by SGA 
By Brianne Meagher 
Staff Writer 
On Monday, February 8, the Student Government Association 
presented foreign language professor JoAnne Flanders with a 
commendation recognizing her effort to help the hurricane victims in 
Honduras. Last semester, Professor Flanders organized a campus-wide 
relief effort to collect item,S desperately needed in the "Help for 
Honduras" relief effort. When the collected items were not picked up 
to be taken to the distribution center in Ohio, Professor Flanders rented 
a U Haul and drove the items to Ohio, giving up her own time and 
money over the holiday break. 
These exemplary actions were brought to the attenJion of SGA by 
several members of the Coastal's faculty and taff. SGA President Mark 
"Doc" Miller presented the commendation in front of the full student 
senate. Professor Flanders said of her efforts " one of this would have 
been at all possible without the students." 
Photo by Brianne Meagher 
Keep Life . Simple; Live 
On~ampus 
1999-2000 Housing Applications 
Students who plan to reside in the residence halls for the 1999-
2000 academic year should complete and return their housing 
applications to the Office of Residence Life, M-129, by March 31. 1999. 
The policy of the Office of Residence Life is to honor these room! 
apartment andior roommate(s) preference reques s first; receipt of 
applications by this date will greatly increase the chances of receiving 
preferences. 
The Office of Residence Life will attempt to honor requests received 
after this deadline; however, desired space may no longer be available. 
All current residence hall students should have received an application 
in your mailbox. If you do not have one, you should stop by the Office 
of Residence Life as soon as possible to pick one up! 
have to face every day. The. two 
people who spoke to us were a 
wonderful inspiration of how not 
to give up when life gets har(t. We 
would just like to say thank you to 
everyone who worked so hard to 
fmd interesting ways to entertain 
ceu. Tri-Sigma is eagerly 
anticipating next year's Sexual 
Awareness Week. 
m;be (:bantideer 
ew CCU organization 
By Vicki Gardner 
GALAC-C Advisor 
their hearts out. 
pIe ed to ha t 
place In the 
There is a new organization 
on campus, and we want to 
introduce ourselves to the student 
population. We are the Gay and 
Lesbian Association at Coastal 
Carolina, GALAC-C. 
encouragement, and fellow hip 
among the student body. e In lte 
all student to attend, regardJe of 
their exual orientation; no 
assumptions will be made e cept 
that you are upportive of the Talu 
and worth of each person. 
To find out more about u ou 
can che - u out on Coastal eb 
page und r tudent Organization . 
Th I die of Phi SI rna Igma 
t 0 - great prid in partIcipating 10 
all Home orning e ent . h d 
The reason for our fonnation 
girl in th talent ho wh 
is to provide support, 
By ichelle Bb op 
Guest Writer 
First thing fir 
Congratulations to Megh, 1 
McConni and Damian Lardieri 
on being our Homecoming Prince 
'lmd Prince!)~. We truly are 
SUPER proud of you u ! We 
all had a wondertul time at 
Homecoming and ca . <.I.1t to do 
it again next year 
The Gao. GIrlS had a uper 
time at our ''favorite' retreat I t 
weekend. We .. u a chance to 
bond e en more (if that's 
po sible!) and eat lots of yummy 
I!! Thanks to Megan Co er 
your hard or -. Al 0 a 
.. cial thank you to aegan 
rrse) and K By 0 b urn fo 
.IexuaJ Re p n ibiJit 'ee. All 
of the e ent ere fun and 
intere ting. 
Coming up in the futu~ th 
Gammas iII be participating in 
the Myrtle Beac!l Marath n on 
February 27. Get read fran 
early m min girl.' Al ,rn "e 
ure to "eep in mind that ur 
annual 'Bid 4 Bab i going 
to be held on reh 3 t 
Ye terday's ightlife. Ha e you 
been 100 mg for that pecial 
orneone?? ow s your chance 
to bid on them at our' au tlOn ! 
All proceeds will benefit March 
of Dimes. See your favorite 
Gamma Girl for further detail . 
Home 
Prepare the ay . 
Sunday Evening Campus 
Mass 
Feb. 21 
Feb. 28 
Mar. 7 
Mar. 28 
Apr. 11 
Apr. 18 
Apr. 25 
May 2 
7:30 p.m. 
Admissions Building - Room 005 
All Welcome!!!!!!! 
Sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry Association 
(Newman Club) 
" 
Classes, during the e 0 day 
will be redir.ected to attend 
these se 
More than 350 CCU student 
staffwill offer 154 se ion 
range of topic . 
facul 
ona id 
Free and ope to the public. 
For a complete schedule listing, check out www.coastal.edulinquiry 
or call 349-2015. Printed schedules may be purch ed for 3 a the 
CCU Bookstore, Registrar' Office, or the den 1. . office. 
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Sports 
oasta 
By Gr gg • Johnson 
Spons Editor 
Off to a 3-1 tart, the eCl 
ba ball t m 1 b ginning to 
pro e all of the optlml m about 
thi on. Thi pa t weekend 
the team op ned a ene again t 
the We tern Carolina 
Catamounts. 
Ron Deubel ) -1) started hi 
ec nd game of the season on 
Friday evening. Deubel looked 
unhittable in the op ner and he 
al 0 looked unhittable in thi 
game until he was burned by a 2 
run homerun in the top of the 
third. Down by a core of 2-1 in 
the top of the fifth, it looked as if 
it would tart t get bad. WCU 
had runner on 2nd and 3rd with 
] out and Deubel struck out two 
straight batters to end the rally. 
Deubel has allowed just 3 earned 
runs in his two starts this season. 
As Coastal was retired in the 
bottom of the 5th, the ram came 
down hard and postponed the 
game. WIth the harsh weather, It 
seemed the game was going to be 
cancelled. But all of a sudden, 
with a tarp on the field, the skies 
cleared and the game resumed. 
The teams were able to play 2 
more innings before it rained out 
again, causing the umpires to 
delay the game until Saturday 
morning. When the game 
resumed at noon on Saturday, 
CCU was down 2-1. Kris Caster 
allowed back to back home-runs 
in the top of the ninth as Coa tal 
lost this one 5-2. 
aseba 
thu far this eason, truck ut 
7 and allowed only 1 run 10 6 
2/3 inning. John Zangari 
went 1-2 with a 2 run HR. 2 
RBI, and scored 2 run and 
D rian Cameron hit hi 3rd 
HR of the season to Ie d off 
the 5th as Coastal won this 
one 5-3. WCU made it close 
scoring 2 runs in the top of 
the 8th, but Kit Kadlec came 
in and shut them down, 
earning his fir t save of the 
sea on. 
Bobby Fish made a 
splashing debut for Coastal in 
the season opening weekend. 
The junior college transfer 
went 4-8 with 2 HR and 6 
RBI as the Chanticleers 
opened the season with a 2 
game sweep of North 
Carolina A&T. Fish also 
slammed 2 doubles and 
scored 5 runs in Coastal's 19-
3 and 22-7 victories. 
There were many 
impressive numbers by the 
Chants during the opening 
series - 41 runs scored, 30 
hits, 8 HR, and 18 stolen 
bases. John Humay went 8-8 
in the stolen base department 
in the opening weekend and 
Brooks Marzka went 5-8 with 
2 RBI. 
ope 
+ 
Short 
Sport 
Stats 
Fall 198 
Volleyball 
final record 
Lady Chants defeat & ;~-!!uth 
W· th and Quatrina Foster added 12 Champs In rop as well. Coastal won the ~-----I 
By Gregg W. Johnson 
Sports Editor 
turnover battIe by turning over 
14 les' balls than Winthrop. Mens 
Coastal has two more home Soccer 
games left and they need overall 
On February 10, 1999, the support at both of the _e games 
Lady Chanticleer basketball team a they prepare for the Big 18 games 
defeated Winthrop Univer ity for South Conference. The Lady (7- 9- 2) 
the second time this season by a Chanticleers are at all game 
score of 78-62, improving their record of 15 wins and 9 losses, 1--------1 
record to 15-8. Brooke Weisbrod ince February 13, 1999. Mens 
led the way with 19 points, 7 Saturday'S game at UNC B k b 11 
assist , 5 steals and 4 rebounds. A heville. the Lady Chant lost as et a 
Cheri McNeil added 16 points 68-52. as of 2/13/99 
------------~-------------~ 
On the Side: FrtShman guard, Steve Milts, sC(Jred 29 
Men ~s points in Coastal's 81-73 victory over VNC 
Asheville, Saturday niglrl, Feb. 13. This· 
Basketball was Ihe last home game of Ihe seasor.. 
(6-18) 
+ 
s the seaso 
'Orl)e QCl)antideer 
rong 
Photo by Brianne Meagher 
: By Gregg W. Johnson 
______________ 1 Spons Editor 
2-27 
I In their fir t match of the 1999 
3pm I season, the Women's Tennis Team 
Ipm 1 looked overpowering as the team 
Ipm I defeated visiting We tern Carolina 
I 7-2. CCU won 5 out of their 6 
I ingles matche . Emma Kidd won 
J 6-0,6-0: Jenny Clack won 7-5, 6-
I I ~ Megan Romine won 6-3, 6-}' 
Jaime Mason won 6-4 2-6, 6-1; 
Chanticleer Invitational 1 and Michelle Robin on won her 
Richmond 2:30pm match 6-3 6-1. In doubles 
2·28 
SOFTBALL 
2-26 at Georgia Southern Invitational 
2-27 at Georgia Southern Invitational 
2-28 at Georgia Southemlnvitational 
MENS BASKETBALL 
2-17 at High. Point 
2-20 at Charleston Southern 
j matche . Emma Kidd and Jaime 
I Mason won their match 8-1 and 
I Jenny Clack and Megan Romine 
t won their match 8-3. The team s 
I next match wa on February 12th, 
f but information about the match 
I was not available at the time this 
J was printed. 
I 
Feb ru an' 17. 1999 
off t a • 
IHear from the men's basketbal igel Bergha . 
1999 Founder's Day 
convocation 
Monday, March I, 1999 
.3 p.m. 
• Wheelwright Auditorium 
In recognition of 
William H. Alford, 
Donald A. Moore, & 
Pauline K. Springs 
Students, faculty, and staff 
are welcome to attend. 
By Beth Roddick 
and Brianne Meagher 
Staff Writers 
could have u ed them for support." 
Andrew Hinton the otherteam co-captain 
added hit wa definitely di appointing. 
School spirit just adds a whole better 
atmosphere to not just the game bu to 
campus as well." 
When asked about his first homecoming 
experience, Freshman Steve Mile tated 
"the whole homecoming week was great. 
There was a lot of enthusiasm e pecially 
at the pep rally, and that really let u know 
the game was going to be exciting. We 
really wanted to win for the enior 
especially Andrew cause it was hl la t 
homecoming game and he couldn t play. 
No matter how many fans are there, we're 
alway going to give it all we've got." 
De pile the disappomtment of 
homecoming, the team wa extremely 
pleased to ee the turnout of Chanticleer 
fans as they too on the College of 
Charleston Wedne day February 3. • The 
crowd was unbelievable. They were into 
the game before it even tarted '; aid enior 
The Chan played in 
out arena 0 1,5 Iu 
arne 
exciting. Ther: ere people h r: 
warmup and e erythmg. That 
came here to pIa 10 front f 
great." 
Adds Hmton "I' 
hann n aId 
for a fact that w an In It. It 
matter of put 109 it all togeth r 
Coastal Carolina niver it) 
announces 
e c 
999-2 
Scho arships range from 5 
• Available for new AND con 9 s uden 
cholar hip brochur and application ar a iIabl in th 
Officc of Financial Aid, cholar hip and cteran ffair 
ingleton Building 119 or call ( 43) 3 9-2313. 
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Entertainment 
Pianist to 
perform 
atCCU 
PIanist Sharyn Edwards will 
perform a concert featuring solo 
works by Haydn , Brahms and 
Debussy on Sunday, Feb. 21 at 3 
p.m. in the Wall Auditorium at 
Coastal Carolina Univer ity. The 
evt nt i . free and open to the pub-
lic. 
Edwards, piano in tructor at 
Southeastern Community Col-
lege in Whiteville, N.C., is a fre-
quent performer throughout the 
Carolinas and the outheastern 
United States in solo and cham-
ber music re i Is. She has ap-
peared as soloist with the Char-
lotte Symphony Orchestra, the 
Charlotte Repertory Orchestra, 
the Charleston Symphony Or-
chestra and the Wilmington Sym-
phony Orchestra. 
A native of Asheville, 
Edwards earned a doctorate of 
music degree in piano perfor-
mance from the University of 
South Carolina and a master of 
music degree in piano perfor-
mance from the University of 
Kentucky. 
Edwards is scheduled to make 
her New York debut at WeIll Re-
Pianist Sharyn Edwards will perfonn at CCU's Wall 
Auditorium, Sunday, Feb. 21 st at 3pm. 
cital Hall at Carnegie Hall on April 
25,1999. 
For more information, contact 
Philip Powell, chair of Coastal's 
Department of Music, at 349-
2515. 
CCU Theater presents 
Babes in Arms 
Babes in Arms, the classic 
Rodgers & Hart musical which 
coined the now-famous phrase: 
"Hey, kids, let's put op a show!" 
will appear in Coastal Carolina 
University's Wheelwright 
Auditorium Friday, Feb. 26 and 
Saturday, Feb. 27 at 7:30 p.m. and 
on Sunday, Feb. 28 at 3 p.m. 
Admission is $8-$5 for non-
Coastal Carolina University 
students; Coastal students are 
admitted free. For ticket 
information, call the Wheelwright 
Box Office at 349-2502. 
The hit musical first appeared 
on Broadway in 1937 and 
introduced a number of enduringly 
popular songs including "My 
Funny Valentine," "The Lady is a 
Tramp," and "Johnny One Note." 
The story is about a group of 
teenagers who work at a summer 
stock theater and their challenges 
as they try to stage a musical 
review to keep their theater 
program from falling into the 
wrong hands. The show was 
adapted for a famous 1939 MGM 
movie with Mickey Rooney and 
Judy Garland and was revived on 
Broadway in 1959. 
This Coastal Carolina 
University Theater production is 
giving the story a local, historic 
twist by setting the action in Myrtle 
Beach's famed Ocean Forest Hotel 
in the 1950s. According to director 
Ian Derrer, "With the help of local 
historians such as Marcus Smith, 
Tempe Oehler and Jack 
Thompson, we've been able to 
transfer this. musical to the Ocean 
Forest Hotel of 40 years ago." 
We're very happy with the way 
this localization has still remained 
very close to the ideas in the 
original script. ' 
The . Ocean Forest, 
demolished in 1974, hosted a 
serie of touring plays featuring 
professional casts throughout the 
1950s. 
The "Babes in Arm " cast 
includes 16 Coastal Carolina 
University students and one 
professor. David Bankston, 
assistant professor of music at 
Coastal, is the musical director for 
the production. Owen Collins 
designed the sets, and Kelly Barry, 
a Coastal alumnus, designed the 
lighting. 
Director Ian Derr has served 
as production stage manager and 
assistant director for the' Sante 'Fe 
Opera, Opera Pacific, and the 
Baltimore Opera Company. 
Saying~oodbyetoLeslie~rner~~~~~~~~1 
By Paul Peterson 
Politics Professor 
It is hard to believe Leslie 
Turner is a senior. The a'tute 
among the student body and 
facuIty recognize Leslie as this 
marvelous stage presence with 
the grand voice who is in her 
fourth year of dazzling 
Wheelwright audiences. 
It eems like only yesterday 
Leslie stole the show with her 
performance in "Hair." But four 
years ago it was, when she was a 
freshman. Since that stunning 
debut, Leslie has perfonned in 
"Working: The Musical" and 
"She Loves Me," doing a version 
of "Will He Like Me" that rivaled 
the Barbara Streisand version. 
February 26, 27, and 28 will be 
the last opportunities we have to 
see Leslie on the Wheelwright 
stage unless she chooses to remain 
in the community and perform in 
Coa tal productions as a non-
student. Leslie will be the female 
lead that weekend in "Babes in 
Arm ." 
Those who have not had the 
opportunity to see and hear Leslie 
will be foolish to pass up this 
opportunity. How good is Ms. 
Turner? Suffice it to say that if I 
were in New York and knew that 
'he was performing on Broadway 
(where she has the talent to be 
someday), I would, without ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~ question, put out the $75 a typical r 
Broadway show ticket costs these 
days. 
This month, however, students 
can see and hear Ms. Turner for 
$5. Talk about a deal and a steal. 
One last note: Professor Roy 
Talbert, Chairman of the History 
Department, is currently at work 
on a history of Coastal Carolina 
University. When that history is 
published, it should include a CD 
of Leslie Turner's greatest hits. 
For now, all we can do is bid 
Leslie a bittersweet goodbye and 
thank her for sharing her great 
talent with us for the last four 
years. 
Quote of the issue "I was trying to 
by Steven Wright daydream, but my mind 
kept wandering." 
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Presentation Guaranteed 
Not to Put You to Sleep 
By Jessica Day 
Copy E~itor 
In the upcoming Celebration of 
Inquiry, all students enrolled in 
Honors 351, International Issues, 
will be giving a presentation as a 
class. Dr. Jim Henderson, course 
coordinator, describes Honors 351 
as a "'team-taught course" and is 
"hoping it will draw the interest 
of l1lany students." 
Although it is an Honors course 
there are several non-Honors 
students enrolled. The cour e is 
run by professors from everal 
departments including math, 
biology, Spanish English, and 
International Studies. Each spring 
the course centers around a 
different theme. The theme for thi 
semester's cIa deal ith 
borders. 
The students are di rided into five 
groups, each working with a 
different profes or. The group 
topic include surreali m, coming-
of-age is ue . and the international 
political economy. During the 
pre entation the group vill react 
pontaneou Iy to each other s $ 
statemen . The tudents will u e 
props and co tume to intera t 
with each other e 'pre ing their 
respon e to the different 1 ue 
being pre ented. 
The pre entation will be held on 
Thur day February 1 ,from 
11 :30 a.m. to 12:45 p.m. 
Wheelwright Auditorium. 
Honor 351, International I u , i 
wear a party hat! 
Mardi Gras Celebration 
By An Luong 
Staff Writer 
Every February, the 
streets of the French Quarters 
in New Orleans, Louisiana 
swell with people celebrating 
Mardi Gras, a seven-day 
festival marking the last 
opportwUty to iDdulge in food 
and drink before the religious 
period of Lent. 
Mardi Gras, or Fat 
Tuesday, is one of the most 
famous annual events in the 
country. The festival includes 
parades, dancing in the streets, 
and displays of extreme 
drunkenness that may begin as 
early as noon and run well into 
tIae wee hours of the next 
1DOI'Biq. 
Did you get shot by 
Cupid's arrow? 
But when most peopl~ think of 
Mardi Gras, they think of beads. 
Flying through the air, piled high 
around someone s neck, ?r crn hed 
to bits on the ground. The bead 
make their presence clear and 
somehow become the key obje t 
of desire for the week. The idea i 
to exchange as many beads as you 
can for a cheap feel a quick flash 
or simply, a smooch. Most people 
aren t satisfied until their nec are 
overwhelmed with the weight 0 
the dangling bead. laturally, the 
more unique the bead th m re 
ought after they become and th 
more willing people are to do what 
it take to claim tho e bead 
their own. 
For one week, people eem 
to let all their wome lip into th 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••• 
• 
from the Cellar Door 
.; 
Feb. 21 - - Billy Joel 
Bi-Lo Center, Greenville, SC; call 88-522-6500 
Feb. 21 - - Rod Stewart 
N. Charleston Coliseum; call 843-577-4500 
Mar. 5 - - f SYNC 
Bi-Lo Center, Greenville, SC; call 8 -386-8497 
Mar. 6 - - fN SYNC 
Dean Smith Center, Chapel Hill; call919-834-4000 
Mar. 20 - - The Rolling Stones 
Charlotte Coliseum, NC; *SOLD OUT 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
whattodo. Don't pout when you don't 
get your way either! Others inhabittbis 
earth too! 
Gemini (May 22-.June 21) 
You're goingtQ have a kickass month. 
Don't let anyone bring you down. Get 
away from negative atmospheres. 
Experjment. you~U be able to find a 
Salute Black History Month 
* Jesse Owens was the first athlete ever to win four Olympic gold medals. (1936) 
* Scott Joplin was the first songwriter to have a piece of sheet music sell a million! 
The tune was "Maple Leaf Rag." . 
* Benjamin Davis, Sr. was America's first black general. 
Guion Bluford made his mark in outer space! He was the first black astronaut. 
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Spring 1999 
DEADLINE PUBLICATION 
FRIDAY WEDNESDAY 
February 26 ........................................... March 3 
March 26 ................................................ March 31 
April 9 ................................................... April 14 
April 23 ................................................. April28 
~be (tCbantideer 
oft the mark by Mark Parisi 
Where: 
Prince 204 
Phone: 
349-2908 
URL: 
http:// 
www.coastal.edu/ 
services/acen/ 
cai.htm 
MarkParisi@aol.com 
Monday - Thursday 
8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m. 
Friday 
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Saturday 
2:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
. Sunday 
3:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m. 
Reasons to visit the CAl lab: 
• New computers 
• Friendly service and atmosphere 
• Long hours of operation 
• Free personal and video tulorials(MS Word, MS Excel, Power 
Point, WordPerfect, etc ... ) 
• A variety ofsoftware(Office 97, Corel WordPerfect, MS Works 
Claris Works, Minitab, internet, e-mail, programming languages 
and many more) to use. 
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Groovey Stringray Hockey Trip 
By Jennifer Fluet 
GIH Residence Hall Coordinator 
CrOSSI 
By Jennifer Fluet 
G/H Residence Hall Coordinator 
Have you ever fj It that the car appro hing 
you wa not going to top but in tead run 
right over you? That i a common fear of 
residents and students when they tI) to 
cross the treet to get to class e pecially 
by the P.E. Center from Colleg 
Boulevard. Well according to Statue 56-
5-500 (down in the case note ection) an 
1)le Residence Life Team in the G&H Community is sponsoring a trip to see the 
Charleston Stingray Hockey Team play the Hampton Roads from Virginia on Friday 
February 26, 1999. It is also 70's Disco Night at the game so dig out some old clothes 
'and let's Rock-n-Roll. There will be 2 vans leaving from the front of Building 'M' for 
the game around 5pm; the game starts at 7:30pm. The only cost to you is $2, which 
includes your ticket to the game and also round trip transportation to Charleston. Chances 
are that you can not go out on a Friday Night for this little of a cost so hurry up and 
reserve your ticket today. It is also a great opportunity to meet other residents from the 
other communities. For more information please see your Community Office or be in 
contact with Rob Hehn (G-I01). Get Out and Shake Your Groove at the Ice! 
January Programs of the 
B GreggDodd 
Community Policing 
Comes to CCU 
By Tina Feagin 
Guest Writer 
I am Tina Feagin with the 
Department of Law Enforcement 
and Safety at CCU. I have been 
with the department since 
October and have recently been 
appointed the Community 
Policing Officer. It is not new 
news that crime has been on a 
steady rise. To address this issue 
head on, the 1994 Violent Crime 
Control and Law Enforcement 
Act authorized funds to add 
100,000 community police 
officers nationwide. The goal of 
Community Oriented Policing 
(COP) is to addre pecific 
problems uch a crime 
prevention and problem olving 
and to create lasting solutions. 
To reach this goal citizens 
within a community mu t become 
a part of the solution. They must 
begin to become aware of the 
problems in their community and 
work with law enforcement to 
make positive changes. 
Community policing is more than 
a program; it's a style of policing 
that has been proven to reduce 
crime and fear in communities. 
This is done by educating 
citizens on crime prevention and 
offering programs that are 
directed at specific needs in their 
community. To achieve succe s, 
law enforcement has had to 
change their thinking somewhat 
to become not only an "enforcer" 
but an "educator" as well. This 
has involved taking a more 
proactive than reactive approach 
to enforcement. Citizens have 
also had to change their thinking 
to become responsible for en uring 
safety in their communities by 
establishing partnerships with law 
enforcement to achieve a common 
goal-- safer communities and less 
crime. 
My goal at CCU is to fonn a 
partnership with students, faculty 
and staff that will provide a safer, 
more secure University 
community in which we attend 
classes, work and live. I hope, 
through open meetings and 
educational programs, to provide 
facts and information that will help 
you and, at the same time, address 
specific issue that you feel are 
problems in our University 
community. 
Look for upcoming program • 
and please, feel free to contact me 
with any problems or concerns you 
have about crime or afety in our 
University community. I can b • 
reached in the Department of La 
Enforcement and afety office at 
349-2177 or at 
tfeagin@coa tal.edu. 
Photo by Jen Coffin 
Tina Feagin, who recently was appointed to Community 
Policing Officer at CCU. 
fRA' 
B ianna lark 
th A- H 
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CCU employee honored 
Kerry Lord, an employee of 
Coastal Carolina University's 
Facilities Management 
Department, has received a 
formal resolution of 
commendation from the 
university for his action in 
repairing a chemical leak which 
occurred at Coastal's swimming 
pool on the morning of January 
22. 
Coastal President Ronald R. 
Ingle presented Lord with the 
resolution, praising Lord's 
Marine Sciene Grant 
according to the individual 
natural markings and the 
distinctive outline hape of the 
fin," aid Young. "With repeated 
weekly surveys of the area, a 
catalogue of fin i developed 
recording dates, locati.on and 
behavior. Also, to establi h 
habitat patterns, pecific 'focus 
groups' of dolphins will be 
followed and tIdied." 
Sharks, both juveniles and 
adults, will be captured on 
longlines, identified, tagged and 
released, according to Abel. 
Dan Abel, instructor of 
marine cience, joined the 
Coastal faculty in 1994. He 
earned a Ph.D. in 1986 from the 
Scripp In titution of 
Oceanography in San Diego. 
Abel has published many (more) 
scientific articles on harks and 
tropical air-breathing fish, as well 
a a book, Environmental I sues: 
Measuring, Analyzing and 
Evaluating, published by 
Prentice Hall in 1999. 
Rob Young assistant 
professor of marine science. 
joined the Coastal faculty in 
1992. He earned a bachelor's 
degree in biology in 1986 from 
the University of Virginia and a 
Ph.D. In biological 
oceanography from the 
University of Rhode Island in 
1992. He is currently president 
of the South Carolina Marine 
Educators As ociation. 
"competent and professional 
response and actions in preventing 
a potentially disastrous incident." 
Lord discovered a leak in a 
muriatic acid line at the pool, 
reported it immediately to 
emergency authorities, then 
reentered the pool area equipped 
with an oxygen tank and turned off 
the malfunctioning pump. Lord's 
action prevented "the occurrence 
of a serious incident," according 
to Ingle. 
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SPRINGBREAK BEACHES 
Daytona, Panama City, Padr~, Miami, 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, etc. Beat 
_.hotels, prices, parties. Browse 
www.icpt.com. . 
Reps earn cash, free trips. 
Call Inter-Campus 1-800-327-6013 
Happy Anniversary Jess & Frank 
Gamma Phi Beta's 
Annual 
(he 
Wednesda~ March 3rd 
)1~~fr~Ir@l&yl}~ WJ1fr~llllll.r~L . 
9 p.m. 
See your favorite Gamma Girl for details. 
